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Organizations have long known the value of identity governance and privileged 
account management programs; they are foundational elements of any modern 
security strategy. In today’s everchanging security landscape, many organizations 
have implemented both solutions, yet both initiatives occur independently. As a result 
of these silos, organizations lack the ability to have a unified view of an identity and its 
associated user accounts, entitlements and activity. In addition, they lack the ability to 
automate the provisioning of access to privileged accounts, enforce unified access 
policies and apply consistent governance practices. All these aspects contribute to 
potential access violations, increased risks and non-compliance with regulations.

When it comes to truly securing user access, you need a comprehensive view of all 
privileged and non-privileged account access. SailPoint integration with BeyondTrust 
Privileged Access Management Platform gives you that oversight. 

The combined solution enables enterprises with a streamlined process for account 
and entitlement provisioning / deprovisioning, access request approvals and 
workflow, maintain strong and consistent security and compliance controls. IT 
organizations get full visibility and enhanced security of users and accounts including 
access certification, separation of duties policy enforcement, privileged credential 
vaulting and rotation, privileged session monitoring and management, and more.

With the integration of SailPoint and BeyondTrust, organizations may now apply the 
full spectrum of security controls over privileged accounts from a single pane of glass 
view.
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Effectively Manage 
User Access 
for Both Privileged 
& Non-Privileged 
Accounts

The integrated SailPoint and BeyondTrust 
solution allows organizations to answer, 
“is that access appropriate for privileged 
users?” and “is that privileged access 
being used appropriately?”
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SailPoint, the leader in enterprise identity management, brings the Power of 
Identity to customers around the world. SailPoint’s open identity platform gives 
organizations the power to enter new markets, scale their workforces, embrace 
new technologies, innovate faster and compete on a global basis. As both an 
industry pioneer and market leader in identity governance, SailPoint delivers 
security, operational efficiency and compliance to enterprises with complex IT 
environments. SailPoint’s customers are among the world’s largest companies.

SAILPOINT:  
THE POWER  
OF IDENTITY™
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Benefits of Combined Solutions
Automated Access: Increase productivity with automated privileged account access 
based on corporate policies. 

Centralized Management: Provide a complete, centralized view of each identity’s 
access across all standard and privileged/shared/system accounts. 

Reduced Risk: Remove privileged access blind spots and continuously remove 
unnecessary privileged accounts as users switch jobs or leave the company.

Features and Capabilities
Automate governance controls: Provide a complete view of an identity’s access 
and its associated privileged accounts. Governance controls help meet compliance 
regulations, ensure users who have privileged and non-privileged access avoid toxic 
combinations and eliminate over-entitled users.

Streamline delivery of access: Establish centralized administration and control over 
all privileged and non-privileged accounts from within SailPoint enabling delivery of 
privileged access based on user role or lifecycle event changes.

Improve security and administration efforts: Out-of-the-box credential cycling 
enables privileged account management solutions to store and manage SailPoint 
service account credentials, retrieving them only when performing identity tasks.

Standards-based SCIM (System for Cross-domain Identity Management) 
Integration: Ensures the automated exchange of user identity information between 
systems and allows privileged account vaults and associated entitlements to be 
visible and managed throughout the identity governance process.

Thanks to SailPoint and BeyondTrust’s integration module, businesses can gain 
visibility into these special accounts, govern them from a centralized location, rapidly 
grant access to ensure productivity, and do all of this through the use of accepted 
industry standards which reduce implementation time and cost.


